Publication
Accepted and registered papers will be recommended and published into most suitable International Journal according to paper topic, which is indexed by Chemical Abstracts Services (CAS), Ulrich's Periodicals Directory, CABI, Electronic Journals Library, Google Scholar, ProQuest, and Crossref. Selected papers from the conference will be reviewed for possible publication in the International Journal of Oil, Gas and Coal Technology (IJOGCT). Papers will be recommended to the journal after the conference. Each paper will be reviewed according to the policy of the journal.

JOGCT is indexed in:
- Journal Citation Reports (Clarivate Analytics)
- Scopus (Elsevier)
- Compendex [formerly Ei] (Elsevier)
- Science Citation Index Expanded (Clarivate Analytics)
- Academic OneFile (Gale)

Main Topics
- Exploration, geological studies, reserves estimation for oil, natural gas and coal
- Production rates, forecasting future demand
- Process modeling and simulation
- Gasoline from natural gas/coal liquid, biorefining, biofuels

More topics, please go to: http://ogct.org/cfp.html
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Submission Methods
Send paper or abstract to Online Submission System (You’ll need an account to log in)
Send it directly to: icogct@cbees.net
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Key Dates
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Contact Us
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